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Abstract
Pityriasis rosea (PR) is an acute, self-limiting exanthematous
disease associated with the endogenous systemic reactivation of human herpesvirus (HHV)-6 and/or HHV-7. The disease typically begins with a single, erythematous plaque followed by a secondary eruption with lesions on the cleavage
lines of the trunk (configuration of a ‘Christmas tree’). The
duration may vary from 2 weeks to a few months. Besides
the typical presentation of PR, atypical forms have been described. The previous classifications of PR are mainly based
on its atypical morphological features rather than on the
pathogenetic mechanisms that underlie the different presentations of the disease. Notably, most of the morphologically atypical forms follow a course amenable to the classic
form. The classification that we propose, taking into account
the pathogenesis, clinical features, and course of the disease,
is easy and intuitive and may be helpful in identifying the
atypical forms of PR in order to avoid misdiagnosis and establish the best treatment options. Finally, this classification
provides indications for managing potentially harmful forms
of PR (such as PR in pregnancy) and PR-like eruptions.
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Introduction

Pityriasis rosea (PR) is an acute, self-limiting exanthematous disease associated with the endogenous systemic reactivation of human herpesvirus (HHV)-6 and/
or HHV-7 [1–4]. The disease typically begins with a single, erythematous scaly plaque (herald patch, HP, or
mother spot) followed by a secondary eruption consisting
of smaller scaly papulosquamous lesions on the cleavage
lines of the trunk, giving the back the configuration of a
‘Christmas tree’; it appears in crops at intervals of a few
days and reaches its maximum in about 2 weeks. The duration may vary from 2 weeks to a few months, and constitutional symptoms may precede or accompany the skin
eruption [4–10]. In the differential diagnosis, several
diseases should be taken into consideration: secondary
syphilis (in which the lesions are not scaling, palms/soles
are frequently involved, and lymphadenopathy is constantly present); seborrheic dermatitis (usually involving
the scalp); nummular eczema (which prefers the shins
and the back of the hands, sites only occasionally involved
in PR), and pityriasis lichenoides chronica (which has a
more chronic and relapsing course without HP).
As for other exanthems, besides the typical presentation of PR, atypical forms have been described [11–15].
Following the early classification of atypical PR [16], Chuh
et al. [11] proposed another classification of the PR eruptions that are considered atypical for morphology, size,
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Table 1. Main features of the different PR forms
Type of
PR

Pathogenesis

Skin
involvement

HP,
%

Mucosal
involvement,
%

Systemic
symptoms,
%

Histopathology

Mean
duration

Therapeutic
options

Classic

sporadic HHV-6/7
systemic
reactivation

trunk and limbs

12 – 90

16

≥69

45 days

bed rest

Relapsing

relapsing HHV-6/7
systemic
reactivation

14

100 (less
severe than
the classic
form)

15 days

acyclovir

Persistent

persistence of
HHV-6/7 plasma
viremia

0
trunk and limbs
(lesions reduced
in size and
number compared
to the classic
form)
trunk and limbs
75

parakeratosis, spongiosis
(epidermis); extravasated
red blood cells, lymphocyte
infiltrate (dermis)
parakeratosis, spongiosis
(epidermis); extravasated
red blood cells, lymphocyte
infiltrate (dermis)

75

92

>12 weeks

acyclovir

Pediatric

trunk and limbs

58

35

48

16 days

bed rest

Pregnancy

longer activity of
HHV-6/7 infection
(recent primary
infection)
HHV-6/7
reactivation and
their possible
intrauterine
transmission

50
trunk and limbs:
widespread lesions
if PR develops
within 15 weeks of
gestation

16

reaction to a drug/
vaccine

trunk, limbs, face:
diffuse and
confluent lesions

50

45 days
(8 – 12 weeks
if PR starts
within
15 weeks of
gestation)
2 weeks after
discontinuing the drug

bed rest and
close followup

PR-like
eruption

≥69 (more
severe if PR
develops
within
15 weeks of
gestation)
0

0

number, distribution, site, severity of symptoms, and
course. Overall, the previous classifications of PR are
mainly based on its atypical morphological features rather
than on the pathogenetic mechanisms that underlie their
different presentations. Notably, most of the morphologically atypical forms follow a course amenable to the classic
form. We therefore proposed a simplified and comprehensive classification of the PR variants, including the
atypical forms, based on the differences in pathogenesis,
clinical features, and course of the disease (table 1).

PR Classification

Classic PR
The Typical Eruption
The prevalence of classic PR (CPR) has been established at 1.3% [10], but it is probably underestimated because of the occurrence of atypical forms and the number
of patients who are misdiagnosed by nondermatologists.
The age of maximum incidence is between 10 and 35
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parakeratosis, spongiosis
(epidermis); extravasated
red blood cells, lymphocyte
infiltrate (dermis)
parakeratosis, spongiosis
(epidermis); extravasated
red blood cells, lymphocyte
infiltrate (dermis)
parakeratosis, spongiosis
(epidermis); extravasated
red blood cells, lymphocyte
infiltrate (dermis)

interface dermatitis and
eosinophils

drug
withdrawal

years, without statistically significant variation between
sexes [5, 6]. Although a higher prevalence in cold seasons
has been claimed [7, 8], controversial opinions remain
[9]. In our experience of 613 consecutive PR patients recruited between January 2003 and December 2014 at the
Department of Dermatology, University of Genoa, Genoa, Italy, PR occurs uniformly throughout the year.
The typical PR begins in 12–90% of cases [17] with a
solitary patch (HP), which is a medallion-like erythematous patch with slightly elevated finely scaling borders
and a paler and slightly depressed center. It usually occurs
on the trunk – more rarely on the limbs – and progressively enlarges, reaching 3 cm or more in diameter. It remains isolated for about 2 weeks, after which the generalized eruption brusquely develops. This secondary eruption is characterized by patches that are similar to the
initial one but smaller and symmetrically oriented with
their long axes along the cleavage lines (Christmas tree
distribution). Oral lesions, occurring in 16% of Caucasian
patients [5], can be categorized into 5 groups: punctuate
hemorrhages, erosions or ulcerations (which are the most
Drago/Ciccarese/Rebora/Broccolo/Parodi

frequent), erythematous macules, erythematous annular
lesions, and erythematous plaques. Prodromal symptoms
are frequently reported: malaise, nausea, loss of appetite,
headache, difficulty in concentration, irritability, gastrointestinal and upper respiratory symptoms (up to 69%),
joint pain, swelling of lymph nodes, sore throat, and mild
fever. These symptoms may also be present during the
course of the eruption. Itching is severe in 25% of patients, moderate or mild in 50%, and absent in 25% [5].
Classically, PR lasts about 45 days, and the lesions gradually resolve without leaving cutaneous signs [5]. Concerning the pathogenesis, the causal role for systemic active
HHV-6/7 infection is based on the detection of HHV-6/7
DNA in the plasma and the expression of mRNA and specific antigens in skin lesions of PR patients. In addition,
herpesvirus virions in various stages of morphogenesis
have been detected by electron microscopy in skin lesions
and in the supernatant of cocultured peripheral blood
mononuclear cells of PR patients [1–5].
CPR is easily recognizable: the diagnosis is entirely
clinical, and histological examination is not necessary.
However, histopathology displays focal parakeratosis,
spongiosis, and acanthosis in the epidermis and extravasated red blood cells accompanied by a perivascular infiltrate of lymphocytes, monocytes, and eosinophils in the
dermis [5].
Since PR is a self-limiting disease, the best treatment is
reassuring the patient and suggesting only bed rest. In a
placebo-controlled study, 800 mg of acyclovir 5 times a
day hastened the clearance of the lesions [18]. At the moment, however, no treatment can be recommended on
the basis of evidence-based medicine.

Itching may be severe with pain and burning sensation
(PR irritata) [21], especially if inappropriate topical medications have been applied. Seasonal variations may also
occur: PR may be psoriasiform in summer and crusted in
winter [22].

The Atypical Eruption
According to Chuh et al. [11], atypical eruption can be
classified for the morphology, size, number, distribution,
and site of the lesions and for the severity of symptoms
and course of the disease.
The lesions may vary morphologically (vesicular, purpuric, hemorrhagic, or urticarial) [5, 11]. Their size may
be particularly large (PR gigantea of Darier) or small (as
in papular PR) [10]. As for distribution, the face, axillae,
and groin are predominantly affected in inverse PR [10,
19]. Concerning the number and duration of the lesions,
‘pityriasis marginata et circinata’ of Vidal exhibits large
patches often localized to the axillae or inguinal region,
with its course spanning for months, suggesting rather an
erythema annulare centrifugum [20]. The involvement of
the face, scalp, hands, and feet is unusual, and PR of the
fingers, scalp, eyelids, and penis is exceptional [5, 10].

Relapsing PR
CPR is described as relapsing only unusually [10]. Relapsing PR is a variant of the exanthem that recurs usually within 1 year from the initial presentation, possibly
due to a temporary drop in cell-mediated immune surveillance on the occasion of psychological/physical strain
[13]. Relapsing PR occurs in 2.8% of the patients according to Bjornberg and Hellgren [10] and 3.7% in our experience [13]. It consists mostly of a single episode of relapse, though multiple cases have been reported [23, 24].
The relapse rate, however, is probably largely underestimated because it is unlikely that the same physicians who
made the initial diagnosis could observe relapses. Another reason to believe that relapses are more frequent than
suspected is their diagnostic difficulty. In fact, the HP is
usually absent in the recurrences, and both the size and
number of the lesions are reduced compared to those of
the primary episode [13]. Also, the duration of the relapse
(a mean of 15 days) is shorter than that of the primary
episode. The associated constitutional symptoms, though
less severe than in the primary eruption, are always present [13]. Why relapses usually occur within a restricted
time after the primary episode and why they run an atypical course is unknown. Some pathogenetic hypotheses
can be made, recalling the behavior of other HHVs, like
the Epstein-Barr virus, sharing with HHV-6/7 structural,
genomic, and antigenic features and many biological
properties. Indeed, during all HHV infections, cell-mediated immunity is crucial for the control of the viral infection and replication. Within 6–12 months after the development of infectious mononucleosis or Epstein-Barr virus reactivation, some patients suffer ‘relapses’ with constitutional symptoms, a phenomenon that occurs in the
intervening time that the immune system takes to regain
control of the reactivating virus [25]. Likewise, all PR relapses would take place preferentially within a restricted
period of time (6–18 months), a time that is required for
the immune system to gain full control of replicating
HHV-6/7. In the meantime, the immune system is not
completely ineffectual, though it is still recovering from
the failure which permitted the reactivation, and this explains why PR relapsing eruptions and systemic symptoms are less severe than in the primary episode. Therefore, it is likely that the relapsing skin eruptions corre-
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spond to relapses of the HHV-6/7 systemic reactivation.
Treatment with acyclovir (800 mg, 5 times a day for 10
days) has been reported as effective in interrupting the
sequence of relapses [18].
Persistent PR
Persistent PR is an atypical form that lasts for over 12
weeks without interruption, regardless of the presence of
constitutional symptoms [14]. In the absence of a diagnostic gold standard test, the persistence of HHV-6/7 plasma
viremia (measured by calibrated quantitative real-time
PCR) in all the phases of the illness and the persisting PR
signs/symptoms are highly suggestive. As in typical PR [5]
and in contrast to relapsing PR [13], in most of the patients with persistent PR the disease begins with the HP
(75%). Systemic symptoms (especially fatigue and impaired concentration) are almost constantly reported, and
this is in accordance with the persistent systemic reactivation of HHV-6/7. Oral lesions, resembling Nagayama’s
spots described in primary HHV-6 infection [26], are also
more common than in CPR [27], a further sign of active
infection [28]. Moreover, the average level of plasma viremia was higher in persistent PR than in CPR [14]. Over
the last 2 years, we treated 5 patients with persistent PR
with a high dose of acyclovir (800 mg, 5 times a day for 10
days), obtaining after 4 weeks a nearly complete resolution of the skin lesions, an improvement of the systemic
symptoms, and a significant reduction in the serum viral
load (unpubl. data), supporting acyclovir use whenever
skin lesions and constitutional symptoms are detrimental
for the personal and social life of the patient.
Pediatric PR
PR in children may be considered a distinct form due
to its peculiar clinical and laboratory features. The disease
is uncommon in children younger than 10 years [15, 29],
and the prevalence of pediatric PR is approximately 8%
in Caucasians [10, 15] and higher in dark-skinned children (26%) in whom facial and scalp involvement are also
more frequent (30 vs. 8% in Caucasian patients). Also,
papular lesions and residual hyperpigmentation prevail
[10, 29]. HP occurs in children as often as in adults (50 vs.
58%) [5, 10, 15], but the mean time lapse between HP and
generalized eruption is shorter (4 days vs. about 2 weeks).
The exanthem duration is shorter as well (16 vs. 45 days
in adults) [15]. Oropharyngeal lesions are commoner
than in adults (35 vs. 16% of Caucasian patients [26] and
9% of dark-skinned patients [29]). Conversely, the prevalence of systemic symptoms is almost identical in adults
and children (48% [15] vs. 69%) [5]. As in adults, the
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high-avidity IgG antibody titers and the HHV-6/7 plasma
viremia indicate a virus reactivation rather than a primary infection. Moreover, the HHV-6/7 average plasma viremia, both during the acute phase and after recovery, is
definitely higher in children than in adults [15]. Considering that the primary HHV-6/7 infection occurs most
commonly under the age of 3 years, it is likely that in children the virus load remains higher than in adults. Treatment with antiviral drugs is not recommended, also considering the short duration of the rash.
PR in Pregnancy
PR has been reported to occur more frequently in pregnancy than in the general population (18 vs. 6%) [30].
Since pregnancy is a state of altered immune response, a
risk of viral reactivations and intrauterine transmission of
HHV-6/7 exists. We previously studied 61 women who
developed PR during pregnancy, finding that 22 (36%)
had unfavorable outcomes, and 8 miscarried (13%) [31,
32]. Patients with normal pregnancy usually had a CPR,
whereas all miscarrying women presented with an atypically aggressive course with skin lesions unusually widespread, exanthem duration of 8–12 weeks, and severe associated constitutional symptoms (fatigue, headache, inability to concentrate, insomnia, and loss of appetite).
None of the miscarrying women studied had risk factors,
other than PR, for intrauterine fetal death. All of them carried HHV-6 DNA in the plasma, placenta, PR lesions, and
fetal tissues, whereas among the 5 patients with perinatal
problems only 1 carried HHV-6 DNA in the plasma, PR
lesions, and placenta; among the patients with normal
pregnancy only 2 carried HHV-6 DNA in the plasma and
none in the placenta. HHV-7 DNA was detected in the
plasma and PR lesions in 3 of the miscarrying women as
well as in patients with normal pregnancy (3 cases in the
plasma and 2 in PR lesions) but never in fetal tissues. On
the whole, the total abortion rate among women with
pregnancy PR is the same as that of the general population
(13%), but, noteworthy, when PR develops within the 15th
gestational week, the abortion rate is definitely higher
(57%), probably because the risk of intrauterine transmission of HHV-6 (or less commonly HHV-7) is increased.
Therefore, in such patients, especially with aggressive PR
forms, a closer follow-up should be recommended and
HHV-6 DNA investigated in the plasma [31, 32].
PR-Like Eruptions
PR-like eruption is a drug-induced skin rash with clinical features that strikingly resemble genuine PR and that
often do not allow a clear distinction. Distinguishing
Drago/Ciccarese/Rebora/Broccolo/Parodi

them, nonetheless, is of paramount importance since a
typical PR may develop during but independently from a
therapy. Recently, criteria have been proposed for distinguishing between the two forms [12, 33]. In PR-like eruptions, the erythematopapular lesions are more confluent
and itchy than in CPR, involve the limbs more extensively, and in some cases also the face (a site usually spared by
CPR). Prodromal systemic symptoms are absent. Laboratory findings of PR-like patients frequently show that
blood eosinophilia and HHV-6/7 DNA in the plasma and
peripheral blood mononuclear cells is usually negative.
Differently from CPR, histopathology reveals necrotic
keratinocytes within the epidermis, dermal eosinophil infiltrate, perivascular infiltrate, and signs of junctional
vacuolar degeneration. Lastly, patients with PR-like eruptions promptly recovered after discontinuing the drug.
Therefore, the clinical, histopathological and virological
investigations may definitely help to distinguish typical
PR from PR-like eruptions. Many drugs may induce a PRlike eruption, including barbiturates, methopromazine,
captopril, clonidine, gold, metronidazole, D-penicillamine, isotretinoin, levamisole, Pyribenzamine, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents, omeprazole, terbinafine, ergotamine tartrate, tyrosine kinase inhibitors, and
biological agents (adalimumab) [5]. PR-like rashes have
also been reported after vaccinations for diphtheria,
smallpox, pneumococcal, hepatitis B virus, BCG, and human papillomavirus [5, 34]. From a practical viewpoint,
to distinguish between PR and PR-like eruptions, and of
course whether and when it is necessary to stop the involved drug, is of paramount importance since a typical
PR may develop during but independently from a therapy. In such a case, the drug (if indispensable for the health
of the patient) may be cautiously continued, whereas in
the case of PR-like eruptions it is preferable to withdraw
the drug promptly lest more dangerous drug reactions
develop [5, 12, 33].

Although infrequently, like other exanthems, PR shows
atypical forms in the morphology of lesions, course, and
severity of associated symptoms. An attempt to classify
these variants has been done as early as 1924 [16]. More
recently, Chuh et al. [11] proposed another classification
for these atypical forms considering the morphology, size,
number, distribution, site, severity of symptoms, and
course of the disease. Overall, such classification takes
mainly into account the variations of the rash, the distribu-

tion of the lesions and the severity of the cutaneous symptoms. Conversely, our classification system considers
mainly the PR clinical course and the pathogenetic mechanisms that underlie the different forms of exanthem, depending in turn on the different modalities of the HHV-6
and/or HHV-7 reactivation. We have essentially divided
PR into an adult (classic, relapsing, persistent, and pregnancy PR) and a pediatric form. PR-like eruptions have
been considered a distinct and independent form (fig. 1).
In the adult classic form of PR (CPR), the HHV-6/7
systemic reactivation, possibly related to other disorders,
drugs, or psychological/physical strain, may determine
the typical skin eruption lasting for about 45 days, mucosal lesions, and constitutional symptoms. Notably, PR exanthems with atypical morphology, size, or distribution
of the lesions may be regarded as atypical variants of the
CPR both for pathogenesis and course [5]. Comparing
our new classification with a previous one that collected
only the atypical PR forms [11], the overlapping parts are
those concerning morphology and distribution of the lesions, aspects that we have included in the CPR (typical
and atypical eruptions; fig. 1). More recently, a newer PR
classification has also taken into account the prodromal
symptoms, the HP features, the number of secondary lesions, their size and orientation, the PR clinical course,
and seasonal variations [22]. Comparing this classification with ours, the overlap concerned the clinical course
of the exanthem: we consider a classic, relapsing, or persistent course on the basis of the exanthem duration defining the temporal limits of all these forms.
In our classification, the different presentations of HP
and secondary lesions have been included in the CPR as
morphological variants, and the seasonal variations have
not been taken into account since in our experience PR
occurs uniformly throughout the year [5].
The relapsing episodes of PR correspond to relapses in
the HHV-6/7 systemic reactivation, occurring within a
short period of time and continuing until the immune system has regained control of the viral replication. Nevertheless, in the meantime, the immune system is not completely ineffectual. In fact, the size and number of the lesions are reduced compared to the primary episode, the
exanthem duration is shorter, and the associated constitutional symptoms are less severe [13]. Lastly, in persistent
PR, the persistence of HHV-6/7 plasma viremia may explain the persistence of the skin eruption for more than 12
weeks as well as the more frequent mucosal involvement
and systemic symptoms compared to CPR [14]. The pediatric PR may really be considered a distinct form compared to the CPR. In fact, it differs from it in the patho-
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Axis 1 – prodromal symptoms and HP
Prodromal symptoms – present (coryza, fever, generalized muscle pain, fatigue, malaise, arthralgias,
gastrointestinal symptoms); transient/barely noticeable; absent or unreliable history from patient
HP – absent; obscure; single; multiple; gigantic; HP only as manifestation; the disease does not
progress beyond the HP
Axis 2 – number and distribution of lesions
Number – few lesions (less than 5, oligo-lesional); many lesions; suberythrodermic; erythroderma
due to PR
Distribution – relatively unilateral; absolutely unilateral; localized; regional; mucosal (mainly oral and
genital); acral; PR inversus (PR mainly involving many flexures); shoulders and hips (limb-girdle PR);
fewer but larger lesions localized to axillae and groins (pityriasis circinata et marginata of Vidal);
actinic (photo-distributed); photo-spared
Axis 3 – size, morphology, and orientation of lesions

CPR
(typical and
atypical
eruptions)

Size – gigantic (PR gigantea of Darier) vs. miniature
Morphology – papular; papulosquamous; papulovesicular; vesicular; lichenoid; urticarial; EM-like;
punctuate/purpuric/hemorrhagic; follicular
Orientation – typical, i.e. along the lines of skin creases (lines of langer); atypical, i.e. not along lines
of skin creases: scattered; Blaschkoid (along lines of Blaschko); segmental (along a dermatome)
Axis 4 – symptoms and clinical course
Symptoms – severely pruritic (PR irritata); slightly pruritic; moderately pruritic;
nonpruritic/asymptomatic
Clinical course – too short (less than 2 weeks); too long (more than 6 months)
Recurrent PR
Axis 5 – seasonal morphological variations
psoriasiform in summer; crusted/haemalis form in winter

Recurrent PR

PR in children

Persistent PR

PR in pregnancy
PR-like eruption

Fig. 1. Comparison between the previous classification of PR
(main body) and our classification system (arrows and panels).
CPR, in its typical and atypical eruptions, includes all the morphological variants of the previous classification. Considering the
course of the disease, we introduced a recurrent and a persistent

PR form. PR in children usually lasts for about 12 days (short
course). PR in pregnancy and PR-like eruptions do not fit into
any of the previously cited variants of the exanthem. PR in pregnancy may be a CPR, or it may have a particularly aggressive
course.

genesis and in the clinical and laboratory features. Remarkably, the shorter course of the eruption compared to
adults is not explained by an equally shorter persistence of
HHV-6/7 plasma viremia. Conversely, in children, the
HHV-6/7 average plasma viremia persists even after recovery. Moreover, both during the acute phase and after
resolution, plasma viremia are very much higher in children than in adults [15], probably because the primary

HHV-6/7 infection has occurred more recently and, accordingly, the virus activity is still intensive. PR in pregnancy can be included in CPR, or it can have a more aggressive course with unusually widespread skin lesions,
long duration, and severe constitutional symptoms. These
atypical forms require a closer follow-up since they may
be associated with a prolonged viral reactivation in the
plasma, eventually determining a HHV-6 intrauterine
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transmission and even fetal death, especially if PR develops within the 15th gestational week [31, 32]. Finally, PRlike eruption is not a true form of PR, with a pathogenesis
completely different from the previously described forms.
In fact, it is not associated with a systemic HHV-6/7 reactivation but is rather a reaction to a drug that manifests
resembling the lesions of the genuine PR [5, 12, 33]. In
conclusion, the classification that we propose, taking into
account the pathogenesis, clinical features, and course of
the disease, is easy and intuitive. In the clinical practice, it
may be especially helpful in identifying the forms of PR
that are different from CPR, not only for the rash mor-

phology, an aspect that has been considered in the previous classification system, but also for the clinical course,
in order to avoid misdiagnosis and establish the best treatment options. Finally, this classification provides indications for managing a potentially harmful form of PR (such
as PR in pregnancy) and PR-like eruptions.
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